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Trials of the methane hydrate observations in the local governments
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Nine prefectures of 1 local government prefecture of the Sea of Japan side established ”Association of Ocean Energy Ex-
ploitation of Resources Promotion Sea of Japan” (the following, Association of Sea of Japan) in September, 2012. They support
methane hydrate exploitation of resources of the government and aim at the local activation and job creation. Niigata and Hyogo
that were members of the association of Sea of Japan carried out a prefecture original methane hydrate investigation. They appeal
to the government for development promotion of the government by showing the result. On the other hand, Wakayama located
on the Pacific side wants to appeal to the government for the reexamination of the development sea area by showing that outer
layer type methane hydrate exists to the sea area that is nearer the landside than the sea area that the government develops. The
Independent Institute carried out collaborative investigation each with Niigata, Hyogo and Wakayama in 2013. I show the results
of research.

In the joint investigation with Niigata, plural plumes were observed in Mogami trough east slope (from depth of the water
200m 600m) .

In the joint investigation with Hyogo, I carried out observation of a methane plume and the structure and the seafloor topog-
raphy under the sea bottom in Oki east sea area. Furthermore, I performed a piston core ring and gathered five samples and
confirmed plural traces of the methane hydrate.

In the joint investigation with Wakayama, plural plumes were observed in Shionomisaki canyon (from depth of the water
1,700m 2,200m). There is hardly the report of the plume on the Pacific side so far. Therefore I want to continue observing it in
future.
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